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LAURA KEHOE DESIGN 
Laura Kehoe has mastered nearly every facet of the design industry. Having always loved 

furniture, she first entered the professional scene as a showroom designer at High Point Mar

ket. "I had a mentor there who was the first person to tell me I had talent," she says. "I went 

on to work for some wonderful furniture manufacturers before pursuing my real dream." That 

aspiration was to open her own interior design firm, and today, she has not only achieved this 

goal, as the principal designer of Laura Kehoe Design, but also built a portfolio showcasing 

the high caliber of her work. With a handpicked team of proven experts at her side, Kehoe 

executes a process imbued with personalization, inspiration and thoughtful plans. "It starts 

with the interview," she says. "We meet with our clients and get a complete understanding of 

what they like. After this, we map out the style and project. Then, the fun begins. We turn up 

the music and start looking for pieces and fabrics. Having a great team makes it fun. Every

one works together, and we start building the home, like a puzzle. It's extremely motivating 

and fun to create personalized designs. We also look to the architecture and how we can best 

use that space. We're all different, and we love coming up with something tailored and spe

cific for our clients. Our process starts and ends with them." Combining colors, patterns and 

textures in innovative ways, Kehoe and her team pull all the layers together, producing a final 

product of depth and dimension. 
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Ask the Expert 

Type of work and style your firm 

is most known for? 

We like a clean, more modern take on traditional 

design. We've also been known to add bold,_ 

custom-designed stools to a kitchen or bar, 

which act as a vibrant focal point. 

Tips for clients to make the design 

experience more rewarding? 

Try to have as much fun as we are. We will design 

your dream home and are here to help make the 

process enjoyable 1 

What's next for the firm? 

We have some amazing new projects coming 

up, including a beautiful cabin in Utah. We're 

also moving to a new studio in 2018. I've always 

wanted the right space to showcase, and the 

dream will soon be a reality. 

1. This family-friendly Arcadia dining room, with 

clean lines and timeless elements, is brought to life 

by a beautiful glass chandelier and patterned 

chairs. 2. This nanny suite was created to be a com

fortable haven for a wonderful caretaker. Vibrant 

John Robshaw linen bedding and a mix of natural 

wood tones keep it livable. 
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